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listed in date order in the following pages

Knize 1913

Kärntner (American) Bar 1908

Steiner House 1910

Michaelerplatz 1911

Rufer House 1922
Strasser House 1918
Scheu House 1912

Werkbundsiedlung 1931

Khuner Country House (Alpenhof) 1930

Café Museum 1899

Post Office Savings Bank 1906
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Café Museum!
Friedrichstrasse 6 and Operngasse 7 !
1010 Vienna!!
Adolf Loos 1899""

Loos created this simple, unadorned Viennese coffee house in the peak of the Art
Nouveau period, very close in both space and time to the exuberant Secession
Buiding. The café was nicknamed “Café Nihilism”. Heinrich Kulka, Loos! pupil,
described it as “the starting point for all modern interior design.”""The color scheme of
the café is anything but nihilist: light green walls contrasting with red bentwood chairs
(which Loos designed), and bright brass rails. The lights are mostly bare bulbs hung
by their electric cables, but spaced out by brass rails to give a strong visual effect
without overt ornamentation. #
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
The Café Museum was remodelled in the 1930s, but restored to Loos! original design
in 2003. It is open all day.
Nearest subway is Karlsplatz, at the south end of Kärntner Strasse. Walk west on
Friedrichstrasse towards the Secession Building. The café is on the first corner,
where Operngasse crosses.
For more information please visit the café!s web site at www.cafe-museum.at, email
cafe.museum@vivat.at or call +43 1 586 5202. #

Café Museum, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1899
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The Austrian Post Office Savings Bank!
(Die Österreichische Postsparkasse)!
Haupteingang Georg Coch-Platz 2!
1010 Vienna!
Otto Wagner 1906 "

Built in Vienna's Secessionist period of expressionist Art Deco architecture, Wagner's
Postsparkasse stands out among the other fin de siecle buildings for the seriousness
of its challenge to conventional building forms beneath the iconic decoration of the
period. It had a decisive influence on the functionally-inspired modernism beginning
to emerge in Europe. Its conception was radical and fundamental. As Wagner
claimed in his competition submission, 'Nowhere has the slightest sacrifice been
made for the benefit of any traditional form.'
The core of the building, raised up and approached through a broad staircased
atrium, is the central banking hall: a dramatic bright, white space, glazed both above
with a pergola-shaped iron and glass ceiling, and below with a glass-brick floor. The
simplicity and scale of this 550-square-meter hall were part of Wagner's innovation,
going against the competition rules to combine the checking and savings businesses
in one banking hall."Outside, winged female figures 4.5 meters high, cast in
aluminum, project from the corners of the cornice; one of many contemporary
expressionist touches to the building. Aluminum is used decoratively to add
personality throughout the building, from the covering of the nails that hold the marble
cladding to the walls, to the distinctive, almost human, hot air blowers lining the
banking hall (which now serve as air extractors). The building stands out from its
Secessionist peers in demonstrating the principle that Otto Wagner had proposed in
1895, that $what is impractical cannot be beautiful.!
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
The Postsparkasse continues to operate as a working bank, and can be visited
during banking hours. The bank is receptive to architectural visitors, and even offers
a small exhibition about the history of the bank and the building. The atrium and
banking hall are open to the public, but not the rest of the building.
From Schwedenplatz subway station, walk east by the side of the Danube along
Franz-Josefs-Kai, and turn right down Biberstrasse to reach the front of the
Postsparkasse building in Georg-Coch-Platz."Alternatively, from Stephansplatz, head
north up Rotenturmstrasse and turn right down Fleischmarkt. This will lead you to the
main post office at the end of the street. Go round this building in either direction, and
you will come out at the back of the Postsparkasse building. Again, go round in either
direction to find the main entrance in Georg-Coch-Platz.
The bank is open from 8am to 3pm Monday to Friday, with late opening until 5.30pm
on Thursday.""For more information please call the bank at +43 1 514000.""#

Post Office Savings Bank (Sparkasse), Vienna
Otto Wagner 1906
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Kärntner Bar (American Bar)!
Kärntner Passage (off Kärntner Strasse) !
1010 Vienna!!
Adolf Loos 1908

This small bar, just off the Kärntner Strasse in central Vienna, show Loos!
combination of simple, unadorned forms with opulent materials and fine, simple
detailing to give a modern, rich impression.
Mirrors covering the whole width of the wall above the bar, and the parallel wall
opposite, multiplies the apparent size of the small room, giving the image of an array
of seemingly freestanding columns. The simple geometry of the columns and joists in
this image matches that in Loos! House on Michaelerplatz of the same period.
Seating is in small booths around three backlit tables, which glow white in the dark,
yellowish brown atmosphere of the bar. #
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
The bar is open from 12pm to 4am. It is on a small sidestreet off the Kärtner Strasse,
just south of Stephansplatz.
Since the bar is so small, there is room only for real customers, not architectural
tourists, so the best approach is to become a customer. Photography is not
welcomed.
For further information, visit the Bar!s own web site (mostly in German) at
www.loosbar.at, email office@loosbar.at or call +43 1 512 3283. #

Kärntner (American) Bar, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1908
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Steiner House
St. Veit-Gasse 10
Vienna
Adolf Loos 1910

The Steiner house was designed for the painter Lilly Steiner and her husband Hugo.
It is located in a Vienna suburb where the planning regulations were strong enough to
have a direct impact on the final design.
Loos was a remarkable architect when working within the limits imposed by the
shape of the site or external forces like the planning codes. The regulations only
permitted a street front with one story and a dormer window (a window built in a
sloping roof). The large window at the front brings light into the atelier of the painter,
which was situated on the first level. The garden facade is three storied and with the
use of the semi-circular metal-sheathed roof Loos manages to articulate the transition
between the front and garden elevations.
The Steiner house became a highly influential example of modern architecture; it
played a significant role in establishing Loos! reputation as a modern architect to the
audience outside of the Viennese community, and became an obligatory reference
for architects during the 1920s and 30s. Almost all of the literature of the Modern
Movement has reproduced the garden façade as an indisputable example of radical
rationalist modern architecture.
The stripped façade was rapidly assimilated into the formal purism of the 1920s and
was the major reason for the success of the building.
For Loos the exterior was the public side of the house; that is the reason for the bare
wall surfaces. The interior was the private side and reflected the owner's personal
taste. As some critics have stated, the house reflects a $classicism married to AngloSaxon domesticity in a search for spatial continuity!.
Ludwig Abache 2002

How to visit
By public transport: Use the underground line U4 (green) and change at Hietzing to
the tram #58. Get off at Hummelgasse. The house is about two blocks away to the
south. The Strasser house is within walking distance of this building and the Scheu
house a bit further to the east.
Please note that this is a private house and is not open to the public.

Steiner House, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1910
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Michaelerplatz 3 (“Looshaus”)
Vienna
Adolf Loos 1911

The House of Michaelerplatz is Loos! most famous building, and – though it is hard to
see now – at the time, his most controversial. One of the first modern office buildings
in Vienna, the steel concrete construction provides wide structural spans with flexible
space use. (The marble pillars across the storefront entrance are not load-bearing.)
The building occupies a commanding position opposite the imperial Hofburg, and
provides four stories of apartments above the business floors. The business floors
were originally a gentlemen's outfitter, but are now a bank.
The facade of the lower stories is quite ornate, chiefly through the rich, green
Cipollino (Greek) marble. Inside the business floors are opulent through the richness
of their materials, contrasting a modern minimalism in the detailing.
The controversial part of the design was the bareness of the undecorated white
facade of the higher, residential stories. Construction was even stopped in 1910 in
reaction to the simplicity of these floors. The flower boxes were a compromise form of
decoration to resolve the dispute.
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
The “Looshaus” is in Michaelerplatz in central Vienna. It is currently used as a private
bank, and so not open to the public, though the bank seems admirably tolerant of
architectural visitors (to the ground floor only).

House on Michaelerplatz, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1911
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Scheu House
Larochegasse 3
Vienna
Adolf Loos 1912

The Scheu house was built for Gustav and Helen Scheu. Mr. Scheu was a lawyer
and Viennese intellectual aligned with the Garden City Movement. He was also very
aware about the significance of having Loos design his new house and it was most
likely his progressive sensibilities and his unconditional support to the project which
saw it come to a successful conclusion.
The house which was to be located in the Hietzing area, met resistance from the
building authorities from the planning stage. The suburb of Hietzing is a wealthy
neighborhood where most of the houses are symmetrical and of neo-classical style.
The residents of the suburb were shocked by the new aesthetics that the house
would bring into their area and saw the house as a disgrace and an insult to common
sense. Loos remained firm behind his rational decisions; the only concession that he
made was to plant ivy on the garden façade to make it less severe. The planning
authority asked Loos to draft proposals for the lot next door, showing how the house
could fit with the surroundings; that plan was never built, but the Scheu house was.
The Scheu house is definitely alien to its surroundings, and has a striking form. The
house is an asymmetrical stepped volume. The building contains two dwellings, the
main house and a renting apartment located on the highest module. The door at the
right side of the building, which looks like the main access, is actually the private door
to the small apartment. The main entrance of the house is on the left side. Because
of the stepped form, each of the east-facing bedrooms gains a generous balcony in
front. The terraces recede four meters, and the building is 16 meters long in total,
with all the different size windows based on the combination of a single module.
This building is probably the first in which a flat roof was used as an outdoor terrace.
What is certain is that these terraces played an important role in the development of
20th century architecture in a time where the use of flat roofs was subject to a great
deal of controversy.
Ludwig Abache 2002

How to visit
By public transport: Use the underground line U4 (green) and change at Hietzing to
the tram #60. Get off at Gloriettegasse. The house is about two blocks away to the
west. The Strasser house is within walking distance of this building.
Please note that this is a private house and is not open to the public.

Scheu House, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1912
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Knize Men"s Outfitters
Graben 13
1010 Vienna
Adolf Loos 1913""

ˇ Men!s Outfitters, Vienna
Knize
Adolf Loos 1913

The Knize men!s outfitters in Graben is a part of fin de siècle Vienna still preserved
and functioning today. Behind the narrow shopfront and groundfloor counter, a
curved cherrywood staircase leads up to a much larger sales and consultation floor
above, which extends over the neighboring shops. Here Loos has created something
of the atmosphere of an English gentlemen's club, in furniture as well as architecture,
which fits the clothing aspiration of the day.
As with his House on Michaelerplatz of the same period, the curving wood banister
and other details convey elegance and opulence through their material, form and
detailing, without resort to classical ornamentation.""The same attention extends
outside, where the sinuous black granite portal frames the narrow window and
entranceway.#
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
Loos! Knize store is on the north side of Graben, just a few minutes walk from Haas
Haus on the corner of Stephansplatz.
The store is open Monday-Friday 9.30am-6pm, and Saturday 9.30am-4pm.""While
they are happy to accommodate architectural visitors, they are unfortunately strict on
prohibiting photography inside the store.
For more information please call +43 1 512 2119 or email office@knize.at.

!
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Strasser House
Kuppelwiesergasse 28
Vienna
Adolf Loos 1918

The Strasser house was a remodeling of an existing dwelling. The planned
modifications for the interior were quite extensive and the new reconfiguration
required structural modifications to the house, but the exterior volume of the building
was not significantly changed. However one of the changes was the use of the semicircular metal-sheathed vault to create a roof attic like in the Steiner house, which
would provide another accessible floor. In the case of the Strasser house, the vault
was implemented in the front and garden façades.
Another sign of Loos that can be seen from the exterior is the identification of
protuberances with individual interiors. This form of organization was an early stage
during the developing of the Raumplan, and later disappears in favor of a more
coherent massing. The interiors are typical Loosian; each space is articulated with
different materials of rich textural qualities, creating a varied and complex sequence
of interiors.
Ludwig Abache 2002

How to visit
By public transport: Use the underground line U4 (green) and change at Hietzing to
the tram #58. Get off at Fleschgasse. The house is one block away to the south. The
Steiner house is at the end of the line of tram #58; it is best to visit that house first,
and walk back to the Strasser house. The Scheu house is also within walking
distance from this building.
Please note that this is a private house and is not open to the public.

Strasser House, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1918
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Rufer House
Schliessmanngasse 11
Vienna
Adolf Loos 1922

This dwelling was built for Joseph and Marie Rufer. It is considered by critics as the
first built house that portrays in its totality Loos! concept of Raumplan regarding the
interior spatial organization of the building.
The house has the shape of a cube with the external walls serving as a structural
shell. These four bearing walls contain the house within a small area (just 10x10
meters). At the center of the volume, a column articulates the spaces under the
Raumplan logic and also conceals the plumbing for the water and heating. The
Raumplan also affects the exterior since the elevations are in part a reflection of the
interior organization; however, in order to achieve a balanced composition Loos also
gave attention to the resulting contrast between the naked white walls and the dark
patches of the windows.
Although it can be said that the surfaces of the house are completely bare, with even
the window frames stripped of any superfluous parts, there are three other elements
of the façade that remain intriguing. Loos included in the elevations a squashed frieze
and a cornice to top the cubic volume. The cornice projects out from the façade and
slightly covers the view of the frieze, which apart from having an extremely elongated
proportion and being almost imperceptible as an element in the façade remains
completely blank. The third element is a complement to the previous two, a
rectangular molding depicting a Parthenon frieze and positioned low on the street
front. It is a piece that completes the balance of the elevations but it is also an
ornament, a fragment of classical work. Some critics have stated that this frieze not
only balances the formal composition between voids and surface but also balances
the purist abstraction of the cube with the figurative. In a way it also places the house
and its ideals into the wider picture of the history of western architecture and argues
in favor of a classical image of Loos instead of the architect as a radical functionalist.
This seemingly straightforward house remains rich in subtle complexities that still
challenge our understanding of space.
Ludwig Abache 2002

How to visit
By public transport: Use the underground - the house is in walking distance from two
stations of the U4 line (green). Use the Braunschweigasse station if you are coming
from the center of town or Unter Sankt Veit if arriving from the western districts. When
you get there using a map of the city should be enough to get to the building.
Please note that this is a private house and is not open to the public.

Rufer House. Vienna
Adolf Loos 1922
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Khuner Country House
Alpenhof Kreuzberg, Fam. Steiner
A-2650 Payerbach!
Kreuzberg 60!
Adolf Loos and Heinrich Kulka 1930""

The Khuner Country House is a late work of Loos, completed when he was sixty, in
the same year as the Villa Müller in Prague. Like the Villa Müller, a restrained (in this
case somewhat traditional) facade hides a subtle interior design of different room
heights – Loos! Raumplan.#
The house is organized around a central, double-height living and dining space, with
the upstairs landing forming a gallery around three sides. On the fourth side, a fullheight picture window provides dramatic views of the Alpine meadows.#
The house was built as a country home for a Viennese food manufacturer, Paul
Khuner. The rooms are tailored to each of his family members, with an impressive
number additionally for guests. Khuner himself died only two years after the house
was completed, and his widow left for America in 1938. The house has spent most of
its life in its present role as a restaurant and hotel, still run by the family that bought it
in 1959.#
The Raumplan design gives different heights, and very different characters, to the
different spaces within the house. Mr Khuner's study combines a small, cosy feel
emphasised by the low ceiling and the steps down into the room from the main hall,
combined with generous, bright views of the scenery from the outsize landscape
window.
Conversion of the country house into a hotel has necessitated some changes, such
as extra bathrooms, but the details of the house, and indeed of the individual family
members! rooms, have been carefully preserved.
Simon Glynn 2006

How to visit
The Khuner House, now known as the Alpenhof-Looshaus, is run as a restaurant and
hotel, and therefore particularly easy and pleasurable to visit. It provides one of the
best opportunities to stay in the progressive architecture of early twentieth century
Europe."If you are staying, try to make sure you stay in one of the original family
bedrooms around the gallery, rather than the guest bedrooms on the higher floor. Mr
Khuner's bedroom includes the original family bathroom; others have showers added.
The house is about one and a half hours' drive southwest of Vienna, near Payerbach
in the Semmering area of the Lower Alps. Further information, including maps and
driving directions, is available at the hotel!s web site, www.looshaus.at. Alternatively
call +43 2666 52911 or email steiner@looshaus.at. #

Khuner Country House (Alpenhof), Payerbach, Austria
Adolf Loos 1930
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Woinovichgasse 13, 15, 17 and 19
Werkbundsiedlung
Vienna XIII
Adolf Loos 1931

The Werkbundsiedlung at the western edge of Vienna is one of several socially and
architecturally progressive settlements created around Europe in the late 1920s and
early 1930s, together with others at Stuttgart (Weissenhof), Breslau, Prague,
Stockholm and elsewhere. The architectural innovators of the day were assigned
plots in a new residential settlement, to create contemporary answers to low-cost
family housing.
The Vienna Werkbundsiedlung has a mix of apartment blocks and individual houses,
by international architects including Gerrit Rietveld, Richard Neutra and others as well
as the local Adolf Loos.
Loos! two semi-detached houses are based on his Raumplan architecture with
complex volumes and heights, keeping the open gallery and double-height central
room of his larger, grander work (such as the Khuner house outside Vienna, also
designed with Heinrich Kulka), but working here at a more domestic scale.
The opulent marble of his grander buildings is missing from these workers' houses,
which therefore rely even more on the effective spaces and light created by the
unusual Raumplan arrangement.
Simon Glynn 2007

How to visit
The Werkbundsiedlung is on the west edge of Vienna, reached with a little effort by
bus.
From the Schloss Schönbrunn, to the southwest of town, take bus 58 further west out
of town, along Hietzinger Hauptstrasse to the end of the line where it turns south on
Spohrstrasse gasse. (Other Loos houses, including the Steiner House, are just a
couple of blocks from this point if you want a short detour.) Then take the 55B further
south, and follow this route as it turns west along Jagdschlossgasse.
Jagdschlossgasse runs along the south edge of the Werkbundsiedlung.
Woinovichgasse is a small sidestreet leading off to your right (north).
A map is displayed at the site, to help you identify the different houses and architects
there.
The houses in the Werkbundsiedlung are privately owned and not open to the public,
but interesting to see from the outside.

Werkbundsiedlung, Vienna
Adolf Loos 1931

